
Name:____________________________________________
Fundamentals of Earth Science: Week 8 HOMEWORK CHECKLIST

5th & 6th Grade 
Due on October 27th

_____  (1 point) Read Lesson 8: It’s Time to Look UP!
The reading lesson is posted in the pdf section on the class webpage.  As you carefully 

read, neatly highlight or underline the main points in the lesson. This is a study skill that will help 
you connect with what you are reading and help you to retain the information.  When you are 
finished, put the lesson behind the lesson page tab of your binder.

____   (4 points) Reinforcement and Review: Layers of the Atmosphere
Watch the following videos and scroll through the NASA activity link to see what is in 

each layer of the atmosphere:

 

          Layers of Atmosphere (Dr. Binocs): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5sg9sCOXFIk


	 Earth’s Atmosphere (Study Jams): http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/
science/weather-and-climate/earths-atmosphere.htm


	 Four Spheres Part 2 (Hydro and Atmo): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UXh_7wbnS3A (also introduces topic of next week’s lesson) 

NASA Scrolling Activity: https://climatekids.nasa.gov/whats-in-the-atmosphere/ 

____   (1 point) Learning to Take Notes—Things to Know About the Atmosphere
After reading the lesson and watching the above videos take notes and list main points 

of the lesson on page 50 of your lab notebook.  Title it, “Things to Know About the 
Atmosphere.” This is not the same as “fascinating facts.”  If you needed to teach someone 
about the atmosphere, what are the basic points you would tell them?  Keep it simple. This is to 
help you practice pulling out the main points in your reading.   Fifth graders need to list (OR 
draw) five main points and sixth graders need to have six.

____   (1 point) Feeling the Pressure Lab (LAB COMPLETION GRADE)
This lab sheet was handed out in class, along with a mini can of soda.  Fill out a 

hypothesis on what you think will happen, then follow all instructions on your lab sheet and 
communicate your results by answering the questions.  Web links mentioned on the lab sheet 
will be posted on the class webpage for easy access.

  Parental Assistance is required for this lab!!
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____   (4 points) Exploring More About Air and Air Pressure
_____ Watch demo video, Exploring Air and Air Pressure: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Grziaq-caVE
_____ After watching the video, try copying some of the same demos using the balloon 

given to you in class.  Depending on what materials you have at home, you may not be able to 
do all of them, but you will at least be able to try the first demo of blowing into the balloon while 
inside a bottle.  Record the activities you tried and your observations on page 52 of your 
lab notebook.

_____ Watch video, Why Doesn’t the Atmosphere Crush Us?: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeAAiv4G-vs.  Answer this question (the video’s title) on the bottom 
of page 52 in your lab notebook.  You may illustrate part of your explanation with a sketch.
	 ______How strong is the pressure?  Watch, Crush a 55 Gallon Drum With Air 
Pressure: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5_ho2sc0fc


____   (1 point) Aurora Borealis Research Page 54 (FOR A GRADE)
The colorful phenomena of the aurora borealis occurs in the thermosphere layer of the 

atmosphere.  Using the provided videos and weblinks posted on the class webpage, research 
what it is and why it occurs.  Record what you have learned on page 54 of your lab notebook 
and include a picture or drawing.  There is no exact count on the number of facts required as 
long as you demonstrate your best work in explaining a BASIC understanding of the what, why, 
and how of this wonder of nature.

 

Parent Signature: ______________________________________________________________

Homework Completion Grade  _______/12 points
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